Program synthesis using inputs and outputs is a fundamental problem in computer science. Towards that end, we present a framework, called NetSyn, that synthesizes programs using an evolutionary algorithm. NetSyn makes several novel contributions. First, NetSyn uses neural networks as a fitness function. This addresses the principal challenge of evolutionary algorithm -how to design the most effective fitness function. Second, NetSyn combines an evolutionary algorithm with neighborhood search to expedite the convergence process. Third, NetSyn can support a variety of neural network fitness functions uniformly. We evaluated NetSyn to generate programs in a list-based domain specific language. We compared the proposed approach against a state-of-the-art approach to show that NetSyn performs better in synthesizing programs.
Introduction
Generating programs from input-output examples is a fundamental problem in computer science. Historically, rule-based program synthesis has been used for this purpose [21] . Such approaches often rely on carefully crafted function semantics and various pruning techniques to find a program consistent with specifications [14, 3] . Recent advances in deep learning have encouraged researchers to revisit this issue with more sophisticated models. For example, Deepcoder [4] trains a neural network with input-output examples to predict probabilities of having different functions in a program. Raychev et al. use an n-gram model to predict the most likely sequence of functions to complete a partial program [25] . Bunel et al. use a reinforcement learning approach in conjunction with a supervised model to quickly find semantically correct programs [6] . Besides these, there is a growing body of research using neural networks to automatically generate software [28, 7] .
With the heightened interest in deep learning, less attention has been given to using evolutionary (i.e., genetic) algorithms for program synthesis. Yet, evolutionary algorithms are a promising approach to solve complex problems, showing notable success in many challenging areas. For example, Google uses evolutionary algorithms to find the most accurate image classifiers [27, 26] . Their approach produced the state-of-the-art classifier for CIFAR-10 [18] and ImageNet [9] benchmarks. Moreover, leading research labs such as OpenAI, Uber Labs, Sentient Labs and DeepMind use evolutionary algorithms to automate the neural architecture optimization process [29, 30, 20, 19] . However, applications of evolutionary algorithms for program synthesis have been limited to finding mutual exclusion algorithms [16] , repairing bugs [32] , and writing code in a primitive language called BF [5] .
There are at least two primary hurdles in using evolutionary algorithms to synthesize programs. First, it is non-trivial to design appropriate fitness functions. Without a proper fitness function, an evolutionary algorithm may take a long time to (or never) converge. Second, evolutionary algorithms are often quick to find close-enough solutions but program synthesis requires exact solutions, which may take much longer to find. To address these challenges, we make two novel contributions. First, we use a neural network to automatically discover a suitable fitness function. The neural network determines which properties of candidate programs (i.e., genes in evolutionary algorithm terminology) should be used as the fitness score. In essence, we cast the design of a fitness function as a big data problem where a neural network learns to predict the quality of a gene by training on example programs. Second, to move from approximate to precise program solutions, we occasionally check the local program space (i.e., the neighborhood) of some top scoring genes to search for an exact solution. Thus, we combine an evolutionary algorithm with occasional neighborhood search to expedite the convergence process.
We have implemented these contributions in a framework, called NetSyn, that synthesizes programs using an evolutionary algorithm. NetSyn trains a neural network with a set of programs (and their input-output examples) to predict various properties of those programs. We experimented with two different properties and compared their performance against Deepcoder's function probability based fitness score. Our results showed that NetSyn performs better than Deepcoder's approach (e.g., 1.8× more synthesis rate).
The paper makes the following contributions:
• Fitness Function: We make a fundamental contribution in automating the design of fitness functions for evolutionary algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, NetSyn is the first work that uses a neural network as the fitness function in an evolutionary algorithm.
• Convergence: NetSyn is the first work that uses neighborhood search to improve the convergence process of evolutionary algorithms. We propose two approaches to determine the neighborhood search space.
• Generality: We implement an end-to-end program synthesis framework NetSyn and demonstrate that NetSyn can support different neural network fitness functions uniformly.
For the rest of this paper, we (i) formalize the problem we are trying to solve, (ii) describe our proposed solution, and (iii) discuss failed attempts and the lessons learned from those efforts. We then present experimental results and draw some initial conclusions.
Problem Statement
be a set of m input-output pairs, such that the inputs come from a and the outputs come from b. Then, S t t is a set of input-output pairs provided by the user defining the desired behavior of a target program P t to be synthesized. The goal of this work is to find this P t , written in the DSL specified in Section 2.1 such that ∀i ∈ {x}
. In order to assist the synthesis process, there will be a set E of training examples, with each example being a program P e written in the DSL. Throughout this paper, the subscripts/superscripts e, g, t will refer to training examples, generated candidate programs in the evolutionary algorithm, and the target program respectively.
Domain Specific Language
We consider a DSL similar to that of Deepcoder [4] and inspired by SQL or LINQ. The only data types in our language are integer and list of integers. A program in this DSL is a sequence of high level functions, each taking one or two arguments and returning one output. There is no explicit control flow (conditionals or looping) in our DSL. Arguments to functions are not specified via named variables but instead each function uses the output of the most recently executed function producing the type of output matching the argument's type. If there is no such function, the inputs to the program are used. If there is no input of the correct type, default values are used (0 for integers and empty lists for list of integers). The final output of a program is the output of the last function. Thus, our language is defined in such a way that programs are valid by construction and that the crossover of two programs by the evolutionary algorithm will always produce another valid program.
Our DSL contains a total of 41 functions with varying degrees of complexity, focused on list manipulation. For example, the functions HEAD, LAST, and ACCESS return the first, last, and Nth elements of an input list respectively. Other functions remove parts of lists, add to a list, see if an element is present in a list, reverse/sort a list, do element-wise operations on one or two lists, or perform certain list reductions. Some higher-order functions also require lambda functions. For example, the functions FILTER and COUNT accept the following lambdas: >0, <0, odd, even. These two function names with their four possible lambdas account for 8 of our 41 functions. See Appendix A for a full description of our DSL.
NetSyn: Program Synthesis Framework
As shown in Figure 1 , NetSyn starts with S t t (input-output examples) for the target program P t to be synthesized and a set of training programs. First, NetSyn uses a process described in Section 3.4 to transform the training programs into a set of input-output examples S e e on which a neural network is trained. This process needs only be done once and NetSyn can then use the resulting model as a fitness function to synthesize multiple target programs. Next, NetSyn creates a population of random genes (i.e., candidate programs) of a given length and uses the neural network model to estimate the fitness of each gene. Higher performing genes are then preferentially selected for crossover and mutation to produce the next generation of genes. The evolutionary algorithm iterates from one generation to the next in this manner until NetSyn finds the target program as verified by the input-output examples. From time to time, NetSyn takes the top N scoring genes from the population, determines the neighborhood of those genes and searches for the target program there. If the target program is not found, NetSyn continues with the evolutionary algorithm. The following sections provide a description of each component. Details for the evolutionary algorithm such as population size and mutation frequency can be found in Appendix B. 
Gene Encoding
NetSyn uses a value encoding where a gene ζ is represented as a sequence of values [C : C ∈ {x}
] where Σ DSL is the set of functions from our DSL. C can be thought of as an id corresponding to one of the DSL functions. This encoding makes it easier to implement crossover and mutation without generating any invalid gene.
Crossover & Mutation
NetSyn starts with a randomly initialized gene population. To form the next generation during the evolutionary algorithm, a small percentage (e.g., 20%) of top performing genes are copied into the next generation unmodified to guarantee that top performers are preserved. The remaining genes are created through crossover or mutation with some probability. For crossover, two genes are selected using the Roulette Wheel algorithm with the crossover point selected randomly. For mutation, one gene is Roulette selected and the mutation point in that gene is selected randomly. The selected value C is mutated to some other random value C such that C ∈ {x}
and C = C. Crossover and mutation can sometimes lead to a new gene with dead code. NetSyn checks for dead code (Section 3.3) and if dead code is present repeats crossover and mutation until a gene without dead code is produced.
Dead Code Elimination
Dead code elimination (DCE) is a classic compiler technique to remove code from a program which has no effect on the program's output. Such dead code is possible in our list DSL if the output of a statement is never used. We implemented DCE in NetSyn by tracking the input/output dependencies between statements and eliminating those statements whose outputs are never used. NetSyn uses DCE during candidate program generation and during crossover/mutation to make sure that the effective length of the program is not less than the target program length due to the presence of dead code.
Neural Network Based Fitness Function
To determine the fitness of a gene ζ g = [C g ] generated during the evolutionary algorithm, NetSyn executes the gene with inputs I t , producing an input-output set S g t . The goal of the fitness function is to estimate the quality of ζ g by using S g t and S t t . A higher fitness score implies a higher quality gene (i.e., one closer to the target).
NetSyn uses a trained neural network model as a fitness function. Since predictions on this model will be made with input S g t , the model must similarly be trained on some set S e e . When NetSyn is given a set E of example programs, it generates a random set of inputs I e for each program, executes those programs with those inputs, and calculates the outputs. Then, NetSyn will consider a random program for each example program from E, apply the previously generated inputs to that random program to get outputs (O r ), and compare the random program with the example program to calculate quality metrics (see below). NetSyn then trains the neural network to associate its input with the associated quality metrics. The inputs for the neural network can be chosen from several options: (i) S r e only, which we call the IO model, (ii) S e e and S r e , which we call the IO 2 model and (iii) the difference between the inputs and outputs in S e e and S r e , which we call the IO δ model. In this way, the network is trained on a variety of program correctness levels, from totally correct to totally incorrect. During inference time, candidate programs will behave like those random programs and the target programs will behave like the example programs. Therefore, IO model takes inputs from S g t during inference. Similar is the case for IO 2 and IO δ models. Details for how we trained the neural network can be found in Appendix B.
We can contrast NetSyn's fitness function with a more commonly used fitness function based on edit distance, where the score of gene ζ g is the edit distance between
. We have found that such an edit distance-based fitness function usually leads to poor results for the synthesis process (e.g., target programs may be found only one-third of the time when compared to NetSyn's fitness function). Thus, NetSyn uses its trained neural network to predict the quality of ζ g with respect to ζ t . Essentially, the design of a fitness function is mapped to a big data problem where a neural network will learn to predict the quality of gene by training on E. We compare our two quality metrics against another quality metric (Function Probabilty) proposed in Deepcoder.
Common Functions NetSyn can use the number of Common Functions (CF) between ζ g and ζ t as a quality metric for ζ g . In other words, the fitness score of ζ g is f CF ζg = |elems ζ g ∩ elems ζ t |. NetSyn constructs training data for f CF from E as described in Section 3.4 and is fed to a neural network for training. Since the output of the neural network will be an integer from 0 to len ζ t , the neural network can be designed as a multiclass classifier with a softmax layer as the final layer.
Longest Common Subsequence NetSyn can use Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) between ζ g and ζ t as an alternative to CF. So, the fitness score of ζ g is f LCS ζg = len LCS(ζ g , ζ t ). Similar to CF, training data can be constructed from E which is then fed into a multiclass classifier neural network.
Function Probability Deepcoder [4] proposed a probability map for the functions in DSL. Let us assume that the probability map is [p i :
. A multiclass multilabel classifier neural network with sigmoid layer as the last layer can be used to predict the probability map. Training data can be constructed for the neural network using E. NetSyn can use the probability map to calculate the fitness score of ζ g as f F P ζg = Σ(p i : C i ∈ elems ζ g ). NetSyn can even use the probability map to guide the mutation process. For example, instead of mutating a function C with C that is selected randomly, NetSyn can select C using Roulette Wheel algorithm using the probability map.
Neighborhood Search
Neighborhood Search (NS) checks some candidate genes in the Neighborhood of the N top scoring genes from the evolutionary algorithm. The rationale is that if the target gene ζ t is in that neighborhood, NetSyn can quickly find it without relying on the evolutionary algorithm.
...
... When to Invoke NS? If NetSyn has finished l generations so far, µ l−w+1,l will denote the average fitness score of genes for the last w iterations (i.e., from l − w + 1 to l iterations) and µ 1,l−w denotes the average fitness scores before the last w iterations (i.e., from 1 to l − w iterations). Here, w is the sliding window. NetSyn invokes NS if µ l−w+1,l ≤ µ 1,l−w . The rationale is that NetSyn is not producing improved genes for the last w iterations (i.e., saturating) and therefore, should check if the neighborhood contains ζ t .
How to Define Neighborhood? Algorithm 1 shows how to define and search a neighborhood based on the BFS approach. For each top scoring gene ζ g , NetSyn considers one function at a time, replaces that function with other functions from Σ DSL , and inserts the resultant gene into the neighborhood set N . If ζ t is found in N , NetSyn stops there by returning the solution. Otherwise, it continues the search and returns to the evolutionary algorithm. The complexity of the search is O(N × len ζ g × |Σ DSL |) which is significantly smaller than the exponential search space of BFS. Similar to BFS, NetSyn can define and search the neighborhood using a DFS based approach. It is similar to Algorithm 1 except i will keep track of depth here. After the loop in line 4 finishes, NetSyn needs to pick the best scoring gene from N to replace ζ g before going to the next level of depth. The algorithmic complexity will remain the same. Figure 2 shows examples of neighborhood using BFS and DFS based approach.
Lessons Learned
During the course of this project, we attempted to extend NetSyn with several ideas. Not all worked out. The failed attempts along with some explanation are as follows:
1. Treating f CF and f LCS as regression instead of classification problem: When we considered f CF and f LCS as regression problems, the neural network produced higher prediction error. Therefore, the performance of NetSyn degraded.
Neural network to predict the order of genes:
The goal of the fitness score is to provide an order among genes so that the Roulette Wheel algorithm works. So, instead of predicting the actual scores, we tried to predict the order among genes. This idea did not work out because ordering accuracy was worse than that of fitness score based approach.
Multiple predictors:
We experimented with one neural network to predict whether a gene has the fitness score of 0 or not. In case, the fitness score was predicted to be non-zero, we used a different neural network to predict the actual non-zero value. This idea came from the intuition that since many genes have a fitnesss score of 0 (at least for initial generations), we can do a better job predicting those if we use a separate predictor for that purpose. Unfortunately, this ideas also did not work out because the first predictor failed to identify some of good genes that appeared during initial generations.
4. NS to improve gene quality: NS can also be used to find better quality genes which can replace the top quality genes that NetSyn started with (during NS). However, since the neural network fitness function is not any more accurate on neighborhood genes than it is on genes generated by the evolutionary algorithm, NetSyn failed to identify actual better quality genes from the neighborhood in many cases.
5. Knowing the target program length: Unsurprisingly, we have found that the NetSyn finds programs most quickly when we have a priori knowledge of the target program length and maintain all genes at that length. It is possible to generate the initial genes with some length distribution and then allow crossover and mutation to change gene length but that increases the time to solution significantly if the target program length is much larger or smaller than the mean initial gene length. In the future, we plan to explore using a neural network to predict program length to remove the need for a priori knowledge.
Results
We implemented NetSyn in C++ with a TensorFlow [1] back end. We wrote an interpreter for the DSL to evaluate the generated programs. We used 50,000 randomly generated but unique example programs of length 4 to train the neural networks. We used 100 input-output examples for each program to generate the training data. The same programs are used for training different neural networks: f CF , f LCS , and f F P . Training using Nvidia Tesla P100 takes 3 to 8 hours. Since the function probability map f F P was proposed in Deepcoder, we refer to results using f F P as such. We used a three hidden layer neural network with a softmax layer at the end and a normalization layer at the beginning to predict f CF and f LCS . The hidden layers have 48, 24, and 12 neurons. For f F P , we used the exact same neural network proposed in Deepcoder. We used fixed length inputs (padded if necessary) for the neural networks. For testing NetSyn, we randomly generated a total of 100 programs of length 4; 50 of them produce a singleton integer as the output whereas the rest output a list of integers. We refer to the first 50 programs as Singleton Programs and the rest as List Programs. We collected 5 input-output examples for each testing program to populate S 
Effectiveness in Synthesizing Programs
To synthesize a particular program, we ran NetSyn 50 times to get a statistically significant result. Thus, for a total of 100 testing programs, we ran a total of 5,000 experiments. If a program is not synthesized within 30,000 generations, we consider it as not synthesized. Figure 3(a) shows the percentage of those experiments (broken down by List and Singleton type) in which the target program was synthesized. NetSyn synthesized at the highest rate (up to 85%) when CF-based fitness function is used, whether NS is used or not. Moreover, BFS-based NS tends to work better. In comparison, the Deepcoder-based fitness function caused the evolutionary algorithm (EA) to synthesize programs at a much lower rate (up to 46%), performing poorly for singleton programs. This is caused by the difficulty in predicting probabilities of all functions when the output is just a singleton integer (and therefore, contains significantly less information compared to a list type output). For list programs, the synthesis rate of each approach is comparable. Figure 3(b) shows the effect of using IO, IO 2 , and IO δ models for inputs of the neural network. Deepcoder only works with IO model and hence, is not shown here. In general, IO model works better than the other two. This is counter-intuitive since the other models contain more information. However, our analysis found that although the other models had lower synthesis rates, they expedited the synthesis time. In other words, the other models tend to specialize for some particular programs.
Model
List Singleton CF 50 49 LCS 50 49 Deepcoder 50 13 Table 1 shows how many unique programs different approaches synthesized. Both CF and LCS-based fitness function caused NetSyn to synthesize 99 out of 100 different programs. The one program (#37) NetSyn was not able to synthesize contains DELETE and ACCESS functions. DELETE deletes all occurrences of int X in list L whereas ACCESS returns the N -th element of a list. Both functions are difficult to predict because the input and output of these two functions behave differently depending on both arguments. Another program (#11) also contains these two functions, for which the CF-based approach was able to synthesize only 15 out of 50 times (the second lowest synthesis rate after #37). Deepcoder-based fitness function was able to synthesize 63 out of 100 different programs. Interestingly, all 3 approaches were able to synthesize every list program. This implies that singleton programs are usually harder to synthesize. Figure 4 shows synthesis rate of different programs and functions. Program 1 to 50 are singleton programs and have lower synthesis rate in all 3 approaches. Particularly, Deepcoder-based approach has a low synthesis rate for singleton programs. Functions 1 to 12 produce singleton integer and tend to cause lower synthesis rate for any program that contains them. To shed more light in this issue, Figure 5 shows synthesis rate across different functions. Synthesis rate for a function is at least 40% in case of CF-based approach whereas in case of Deepcoder approach, 4 functions cannot be synthesized at all. Functions corresponding to each number is shown in Appendix A. Beyond that, all approaches are able to synthesize 99 programs except in case of f P F . Table 2 shows the break down of time spent in different approaches. NS yields the highest speed up in CF model (14%). For LCS and Deepcoder model, NS causes a slight slow down (less than 10%) since NS doesn't aid these models and is therefore just overhead. 
Timing Analysis

Related Work
Machine learning based program synthesis can be classified into two categories -neural program synthesis and neural program induction. Deepcoder [4] is a promising approach for neural program synthesis. Neo extends Deepcoder to include information about conflicting functions during the synthesis process [11] . Parisotto et al. [22] incrementally expands a partial program from continuous IO representations. Robustfill [10] uses a modified RNN to encode variable-sized sets of I/O for synthesize string based programs. Robinovich et al. [24] proposed to represent output as an abstract syntax tree which is then used by a decoder to generate code. There is a growing amount of work in the domain of neural program induction [13, 28, 33, 7, 12] , all proposing some neural network design that can produce output directly from latent program representations. Chen at el. [8] propose a combination of non-differentiable machine, recursion and reinforcement learning to generate a parsing program. There is a large body of work that uses evolutionary algorithm for symbolic regression [17, 31, 15] . However, the only work that comes close to our work was proposed by Becker et al. [5] . The work describes a program synthesis system built using an evolutionary algorithm on a low-level Turing complete language called BF. Their system required the user to provide the target fitness score, and the rules to create the fitness function itself.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an evolutionary program synthesis framework called NetSyn. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that uses a neural network to automatically generate an evolutionary algorithm's fitness function. We proposed two neural network fitness functions and contrasted them against a fitness function based on DeepCoder, a state-of-the art program synthesis approach [4] . NetSyn is also novel in that it uses neighborhood search to expedite the convergence process of an evolutionary algorithm. We compared our approach against the state-of-the art and showed that NetSyn synthesizes programs at a faster rate, especially for singleton programs.
A Appendix A: Our List DSL
In this appendix, we provide more details about the list DSL that NetSyn uses to generate programs. Our list DSL has only two implicit data types, integer and list of integer. A program in this DSL is a sequence of statements, each of which is a call to one of the 41 functions defined in the DSL. There are no explicit variables, nor conditionals, nor explicit control flow operations in the DSL, although many of the functions in the DSL are high-level and contain implicit conditionals and control flow within them. Each of the 41 functions in the DSL takes one or two arguments, each being of integer or list of integer type, and returns exactly one output, also of integer or list of integer type. Given these rules, there are 10 possible function signatures. However, only 5 of these signatures occur for the functions we chose to be part of the DSL. The following sections are broken down by the function signature, wherein all the functions in the DSL having that signature are described.
Instead of named variables, each time a function call requires an argument of a particular type, our DSL's runtime searches backwards and finds the most recently executed function that returns an output of the required type and then uses that output as the current function's input. Thus, for the first statement in the program, there will be no previous function's output from which to draw the arguments for the first function. When there is no previous output of the correct type, then our DSL's runtime looks at the arguments to the program itself to provide those values. Moreover, it is possible for the program's inputs to not provide a value of the requested type. In such cases, the runtime provides a default value for missing inputs, 0 in the case of integer and an empty list in the case of list of integer. For example, let us say that a program is given a list of integer as input and that the first three functions called in the program each consume and produce a list of integer. Now, let us assume that the fourth function called takes an integer and a list of integer as input. The list of integer input will use the list of integer output from the previous function call. The DSL runtime will search backwards and find that none of the previous function calls produced integer output and that no integer input is present in the program's inputs either. Thus, the runtime would provide the value 0 as the integer input to this fourth function call. The final output of a program is the output of the last function called.
Thus, our language is defined in such a way that so long as the program consists only of calls to one of the 41 functions provided by the DSL, that these programs are valid by construction. Each of the 41 functions is guaranteed to finish in a finite time and there are no looping constructs in the DSL and thus programs in our DSL are guaranteed to finish. This property allows our system to not have to monitor the programs that they execute to detect potentially infinite loops. Moreover, so long as the implementations of those 41 functions are secure and have no potential for memory corruption then programs in our DSL are similarly guaranteed to be secure and not crash and thus we do not require any sand-boxing techniques. When our system performs crossover between two candidate programs, any arbitrary cut points in both of the parent programs will result in a child program that is also valid by construction. Thus, our system need not test that programs created via crossover or mutation are valid.
In the following sections, [] is used to indicate the type list of integer whereas int is used to indicate the integer type. The type after the arrow is used to indicate the output type of the function.
A.1 Functions with the signature [] → int
There are 9 functions in our DSL that take a list of integer as input and return an integer as output.
A.1.1 HEAD (Function 6)
This function returns the first item in the input list. If the list is empty, a 0 is returned.
A.1.2 LAST (Function 7)
This function returns the last item in the input list. If the list is empty, a 0 is returned.
A.1.3 MINIMUM (Function 8)
This function returns the smallest integer in the input list. If the list is empty, a 0 is returned.
A.1.4 MAXIMUM (Function 9)
This function returns the largest integer in the input list. If the list is empty, a 0 is returned.
A.1.5 SUM (Function 11)
This functions returns the sum of all the integers in the input list. If the list is empty, a 0 is returned.
A.1.6 COUNT (Function 2-5)
This function returns the number of items in the list that satisfy the criteria specified by the additional lambda. Each possible lambda is counted as a different function. Thus, there are 4 COUNT functions having lambdas: >0, <0, odd, even.
A.2 Functions with the signature [] → []
There are 21 functions in our DSL that take a list of integer as input and produce a list of integer as output.
A.2.1 REVERSE (Function 29)
This function returns a list containing all the elements of the input list but in reverse order.
A.2.2 SORT (Function 35)
This function returns a list containing all the elements of the input list in sorted order.
A.2.3 MAP (Function 19-28)
This function applies a lambda to each element of the input list and creates the output list from the outputs of those lambdas. Let I n be the nth element of the input list to MAP and let O n be the nth element of the output list from Map. MAP produces an output list such that O n =lambda(I n ) for all n. There are 10 MAP functions corresponding to the following lambdas: +1,-1,*2,*3,*4,/2,/3,/4,*(-1),ˆ2.
A.2.4 FILTER (Function 14-17)
This function returns a list containing only those elements in the input list satisfying the criteria specified by the additional lambda. Ordering is maintained in the output list relative to the input list for those elements satisfying the criteria. There are 4 FILTER functions having the lambdas: >0, <0, odd, even.
A.2.5 SCANL1 (Function 30-34)
Let I n be the nth element of the input list to SCANL1 and let O n be the nth element of the output list from SCANL1. This function produces an output list as follows:
There are 5 SCANL1 functions corresponding to the following lambdas: +, -, *, min, max.
A.3 Functions with the signature int,[] → []
There are 4 functions in our DSL that take an integer and a list of integer as input and produce a list of integer as output.
A.3.1 TAKE (Function 36)
This function returns a list consisting of the first N items of the input list where N is the smaller of the integer argument to this function and the size of the input list.
A.3.2 DROP (Function 13)
This function returns a list in which the first N items of the input list are omitted, where N is the integer argument to this function.
A.3.3 DELETE (Function 12)
This function returns a list in which all the elements of the input list having value X are omitted where X is the integer argument to this function.
A.3.4 INSERT (Function 18)
This function returns a list where the value X is appended to the end of the input list, where X is the integer argument to this function.
A.4 Functions with the signature [],[] → []
There is only one function in our DSL that takes two lists of integers and returns another list of integers.
A.4.1 ZIPWITH (Function 37-41)
This function returns a list whose length is equal to the length of the smaller input list. Let O n be the nth element of the output list from ZIPWITH. Moreover, let I 
A.5 Functions with the signature int,[] → int
There are two functions in our DSL that take an integer and list of integer and return an integer.
A.5.1 ACCESS (Function 1)
This function returns the Nth element of the input list, where N is the integer argument to this function. If N is less than 0 or greater than the length of the input list then 0 is returned.
A.5.2 SEARCH (Function 10)
This function return the position in the input list where the value X is first found, where X is the integer argument to this function. If no such value is present in the list, then -1 is returned. 
B.2 How we generate training dataset for the neural network
For our two approaches (f LCS and f F P ), we created 3 types of data sets for 3 different models (IO, IO 2 , IO δ ). We used 50,000 programs as base program and to compare we chose 150 different other programs. These two sets of programs are compared with each other to get the number of common function or longest common sub-sequence between them. In each comparison we created 100 input-output examples that lead to total 750 million data points. For IO model we generated our dataset from the base program but for IO 2 and IO δ model we need another output that we created with the comparable program by passing the inputs. Each input or output were padded to fixed 12 dimension and were joined together. For the IO δ model we took absolute difference between input and corresponding two different outputs. Also add the information of dimension difference of two output. Thus for the three models input dimension were 24 (IO), 36 (IO 2 ), 25 (IO δ ).
With our training programs and given input-output examples we created our dataset. We split out the dataset into training and testing set in a ratio of 3:1. We also randomized the dataset before splitting. Data were normalized before feeding into the neural network.
B.3 Training of Neural Network
We used 3 hidden layers in our model. Our models predicted common functions/longest common subsequence between the target programs and generated programs from EA by using input-output examples. We predicted that value as a classification output.
For the Deepcoder model, we used 3 hidden layers with 256 neurons each. We passed the input through the embedding layer connected to the input neurons. We took average for the input-output examples and predicted function probability.
